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Based on research suggesting spatial zones of
proximity in human behavior (itdividual1 have definable zones of
intimate, personal, social, and public space) , it was by thesized
that "framed shots" of people on television screens would uggest
specific distances to the viewers. The hypotheses were that ects
would estimates greater interper onal distance for each s eding
shot anging from closvbp ,to long shot, And that subjects would
perceive a given shot ft relation.to a similar interpersonal
distance. After a brief explanation of the nature of-subjective
shots, 45 subjects were asked to estimate the distances between
viewer and eight subjective shots of teople framed in a television
screen.. The shots varied between extreme close-ups and long shots.
Seven order-relationships were possible for each ,subject, allowing
315 pairs of distance comparisons with which,to test-the hypotheses.
The analysis of data indicated that (1) regardless cf the order in
which shots were seen, the subjects estimated greater distances
ranging from close-up to long shot; (2) mean distances fox- shots
differed significantly: and (3)the variance within each slot was
high but increased- proportionately to the mean.'These findirgs
strdWgly indicated that the manner in which a perion is pictured
within a frAme createi.a phenomenon related to perception of phyeiCal
distance. (RI)
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( Recent studies of television techhiqueave attempted to outline a

set of rules for predicting audience perception of, and response to certain

1

media variables. This research intwa
.

media "grammar" has focused on
. _

. .
- . -

reaction to such variables asspeed of.presentatibn (Schlater, 1970).,

camera.Angle.(Ttemens, 1970; Mandell and Shaw; 1973), thevalue of varying
.

.

A

-shots (Williams, 1965), and shot selection Wurzel and Dominick, 1972).

Implicit in this research has been .the,gaaumption that a culturally

universal4gramiar of telecemmaniistion exists and that it is discoverable
4 o

through,eMpirical studies of audience reaction. While this research has been

designed.to fill a scientific-void in the justifications for production

tediniques, its Own narrow,drientation has prevented it from exploiting
-

all possible sources of

-Typically, the ,desi

relation. to a need for

tevent research and theory.

ability of empirical researchahas been stated Li,

stematic inveptigations of current practice,
84

. . .

. .
.

. , ,

:hose "production guidelines which have developedthrough trial and error,
I.

,

u.

intuition;ladd traditi (Wurtiel and Dominick, 19124. The resulting
..,

-.

studies have been'lili4e4,to testing production guidelines, and the

.4... , .

. tationale ior.hypotheses hay been drawn primarily froetraditional
, . ,,,

,

practice, common sense,or intuition. In terms of theory these studies
, .

.

have not One Mach farther,thap the'average production handbook. Williams

It

(1965), for example, studied t4a advisability of changing shots for

. .

variety sake'aiolicla comma practice). He developed his hypothesis by
.

!.

saying: °On a strictly theoretiA41 level it would seem 164E/11 to ,

. ..
, . .

hypothesize that:theintroducilaP '0 variety through'the s lection of

"\i .' ' .j 1 ..

different shotslwould have.ebeneficAal effect upon inter st" (emphasis

300. Similarity, in a study testf4the principle that ilow camera angle

.,

I .4,

, ,



causesperceived dominance, Tiernan' (1970) stated: "Although the author

has been able to find no scientifically gathered evidence to support
\

the principle, there has been little doubt that,the principle has some

-

V

validity." 4

Even where some theory hat been introduced (as in Wurtzellpnd

Dominick, 1972) it haebeenbroughein to support or reject a convention,

and the emphasis remains on the relationship between research findings and 4

. conventional industry practice. The results, therefore, have been defined

more in terms of practice than in terms of theory. Wurtzel and.Dominick

11972), for example, stated: "We have demonstrated some empirical support

for one of the conventions endorsed by television directors and actors;" ,

.

and Willianm (1965) drew conclusions "diametrically opposed to standard

practices as they exist in commercial, educational, and instructional

television." While such studies may serve a positive function, they are

-Limited to the extent that they examine professional techniques'yithout\
.

emphasizing the construction of underlying theories of production variablei.

a,

;

One reason for the paucity of concrete theory in these studies may be

the tendency in television research to exclude from aniiySis findings from
, -\ -

- potentially relevant interpersonal behavior research. Barrow and Westley

.. , .

(1958), in choosing, pertinent studievto.include in their early summary of

the literature, made_the .following decision; "Studies involving person-

. % A

to-person.or face-to-face communication were ruled out Of our population.

Only studies involying communications to a Troup were included.... Studies

"Iii . .
. . .

involving non7elecaonic communications..afere excluded frgtn our population..." ,
..

1 vt
o ' .

'Perhaps following Barrow. and' iest4ey's lead, theAexperi
'i

mental hypotheses

ld

.

and designs related to television assume, for the Modepjart, that responses

p

I I
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a to media stimuli are determined by the miipulation'of media variables

alone,-and that television has.a grammar of its own, isolated from other

conventions of behavior and culture.

if a strong relationship could.be discovered between media variables

and variables inherent in Interpersonal interaction, then a wider theoretical

base for he investigation of media "grammar" would be established since

theories from interpersonal research cou/d be epplied.to the media. With

such.a goalfin mind, this study examines the possible connection between

one interpersonal variable - speaking distance -,and television shot

selection. A body of interpersonal behavior research (described below)

has suggested the 'existence of a systematic use of, 'and response to,opare

f
and distance in live interactions. This research, couldbe applied to an

analysis of television shots if a connection between shots and distance

11
, .could be discovered.

There are several perceptual phenomena related to television which
>

A

.

4
might be described in terms of distance. One is the visual "relationship"

8 'betw\een the viewer and the image. This relationship exists at every moment,

/ .

that a person watches te evision. In'any one shot t e viewerlis shown a

specific amounif a scene person, or objet. The su ject may be,,, shot in.

"elose-op," "medium shot," orillOng shot." This framing variable creates

a mediated distance between.the viewer and the content of the image.

Shots of a football game, for example, can "place" the viewer outside of
.)

the huddle or in the I.

and not "real"'because
-

ast row of the stands. The distance, is "mediated"

he imagwie flat,'conveysa limited amount of
A altr

. ,

sensory information, and thus abstracts for the Viewer only a fraction of

the contingencies °Tactual physical presence. Response is further

5
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-aiActed by suth situailional variables as the nature of televised event.

:
(documentary vt. fiotion, for viewer ;distance from. the, screen6p. . 3

e
screen Laze, viewing angle,.and,Cther, a pects of the immediate environment .-

. .____ :..

(lightini,iknoise, architecture, number bE oilier people, etc.). 't4evertbeless,'
,

, .
.

, viewing the televistpn /Olt might spggest am'aliprOxim'ate distance from the:

. televised subject: 'At any,point-the viewer's lietception of the tillage

.

. \

.
.

. .

.. .

_ .
e

might be compared to somVihing seen live atAistance.X. .

.

s. .

. .,

A, second type of distance orira a distance extension of.
4

the -viewer /image distance. Not Anry .does the viet.Jer.e4eFience the image

4 .

at a mediated distance, buthe also sees spptial relstions40.ps withit%
, -

. . . .
. .

the image. FolxamPle, in additidn to eing the huddle at a certain*
.

, .

/ .
.

distance,the football watcher also sees distances mixing the plOers in

the huddle. Portrayed ,distances p'ply to relationships' among people
$

and objects,' FQX Clarity, hobever, d teleuised stmptuence involving a
. .

simple two-character i will be used. as anexample describing.
.

.

.

"portrayed, dtstanCi, Atatiy awing such a televised interaction the

distance. between the twardharacters can be estimated.

I y go .,,, , . 7

Portrayed
,

distanCecan be diirided into two categories - portrayed.
1. ,

. ..
obiective

\

diit&ce,,and, )portrayed sub4ective distance; that is, a division
.

.
\/

made on the basis of 0,6 types of';hdts - "objective " and "suBdeCtive':"
. . , ..

. , .4. . ..

Liehtman (1970)\descrtheseat""obje4ive" film shot as one thatImaintains

,- .- . r , .

thetole of detached obserief," where the camera assumes "whatever angle
9 f.

'will best' port tb action. "; The point of view presented by the
.

, .. ;_,' . . . .. t

objective shot.is not that a any parttcular person within the actiOnJ

,
., 4*

... ( .
;

Instead it selectsan'observatioep9int for the,vieimr. One way. to

.

I
1 It

1, -,°

s : *1

._ .1 : o, . .
,

, ., , ....
, ,g,

. ,
..

. ,

1 .
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represent an interaction between two peopleis to sh1 them both at the

same time bOusing an objective shot. It is then p ssible to deicribe the

physical distance at which thex appear to he stand ng frociaach other.

On the other hand; an interaction between t o characters con also

be portrayed by "Subjectiim" shots. A sutlectiVe shot "assumes the point

0.

of view of one of the characters" (Lfghtman, 1970); it shows the vietiree.what

! -

one person within the action sees. /A subjective shot of a two-character

, .

interaction would show only one personknd the shot would be takeli from

the angle and viewpoint of thesecond person Subjective shbts are
. .

commonly' used in television andl Iilm.n a conversation betweei person -A
.

and person B, for'example,.first a subjedtive shot of person A might be

showi, then a subjective$hot of person Ba and then back to a subjective
)

shot of person A. Although only one person is-show n in *: one ,subjective
4.

)c

4.

shot, the size of the image with'rispect to the screen may suggest a.

q .

. 4
4

phylical distance betweeen'the'two characters. '10.
4

.4j.
N .

%
N. .,..444.

.
\ :..

. Insert figure 1 about here

The: are thus at

.
A I

ast,three potential` television "distances": :4 -
..
.

1) mediated viewer/image tance .2) portrayidoBiective distance, .: 1
,

7." .
.

,

and
,

3) porti-ayed subjective distance (se4:liguee 1). The viewer /,image 4.

,
.

. .. .., %.

. .

stance would be the most complex to study since its investigation depends _.".4*. %.
.., .

t

upon an underitanding of the other two distancs and involves added
. .

#
.

situational variables. On the other hand, the iecond.aistence - . .

06 .!iii'''.777
4

.
4,.

portrayed obieetic4E distance is an overly)imple start for analysts

Of shota,in terms of disthnco. After-all, the concerned parties are both -

. ,
.

:r . ,
.4 T

.41 4
.- osip
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"
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, __.
.. . visibli at the same tiii, they intera ct within the same channel of CAMMUld'-

:
. 4

s .

1
cation, and 'their spatial relationship is usually clear. , Theloggical start

P e 6

fora preliminary study is therefore the third distance.- -portrayed

aubiective distance-which directly concerns the correspondence between

.m4dia diitance,and interpersonal .distance.

'This study examined ilebiliiy of judges to estimate the distance

,
4,

.

between two people on the basis, of a "shot" of one of 'them as seen by'ther--2.,

other subjective shor)t If such judgments.can be made, and if
4 47-

the estimateidi'stance for gilieft.'shots isconsistent across many,judgesi

then one relltionship is established between the inner in which a person '

is pictured withiAt.a "frame and stiggesited physical distance.

Theorettekl Background

.

Althoush there are some hints in television and film handbooks that

,

dlifilnee is a factor0 shot selection such as theterminology "close-up"

'or " 10 m . S h o t " - ahotseare rarely discuss d i n ter:mica actual physIial
. .

distance. Instead the framinkvariable, is often,,analyzedi4 relation to

size or abstract concepts of psychological' adjustment. Film schoXar

. Lyra Jacobs (1970), forexample, notes that' "The size of aniokiect affec ts

ourfeelings as well as.ourrecogniion and understanding of it. 'Big' and .

. .
. . ., .

-/'1ittle/paiticularize dud generalize. The close-up focuses attention on
. '4 .

what,is important through magnifieatfon of relevant details and exclusion

.
-

of unwanted portions of a subject. The fn 1 Shot encompasses all of the
. s.-

isubjeciand facilitates,recagnititl.'! Fil .theorist Andre\Daan (1967),in
/

/
- -...14_.% ,

explatRingpthe prevalence of the medium shot, notes that "...the direCtor 11:4

I'
returlieas,oftenashecaw.to. a shot of tt3e character from the knees up,

.. .

'Which-is said to ieest suited to catch the spontaneous. attention of ttie

04L viewer 1....the'nater9.1 pOpt of of his mentha adjustpent."

. .

.
,

..,

i.. ..

ii,..-.., ..... -, I
,

41.

s
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AM evaluation of television shots ih terms of distance would provide-
0

i. i .

...sa more concrete base for' analysis than size or 'mental adjustment." The
a ' ..

.,
. .

full significance of any discovered-releOlonship between shot "framing"

.
and distance, hooevera cam only belling appreciated' within the context

. ..

- ofthe theory and tefearbh in the area ofdistance in interpersonal,inter-
.

N.

action. ;
t .

. .4 .

The theoretical persnectiile, loethis investigation was derived both '

.

si

from research nto the'significln of space and distancein interpersonal

co.. mmunicatibn and from seleciad findings and beliefs in 'oilier ~fields which
, . ,.

suggest that distance is a factor in the- perception of'"framed" pictures.
. -

_k .
.

.

' .4 p.
..- .

. .
The theoretical background below ,is there#mke divided into two sections -'

v

. "Distance Communication " and ."Pramed'Distance.c

Distance Communication
et

It has bein,found that man constantly uses his body and objects to
:o 4

divide space in specific and patterned ways. He seta distances between.

himself and others on the-Iasi; of the nature of the-intectn
.

19$4, 1966; Mehrabien, 1971; Scbeflen,1972). Thus, in interpersonal

,interactions,' the distance between individuals and the organization of

, space in general (such as where and how,furniture is arranged) has signifi-
.

cane, apart from verbal messages~ and even frciN,

postures' and gestures. The""meanings" derived

aremot necessarily specific -.they may not be

meanings derived from bodily

from spatial configurations

translatable into words er

concepts - but they affect an individual's approach to an interaction and

-the.influance the "selection" of available messages. At distance x, for

- .

speaker's verbal message may take precedence ovei his facial

*At distanceryc the opposite boy be true. Similarly, distance

example, a

'appearance.
* .0

..

f



may affect the degree of reaction-to an individual in terms of his -

sociatNple as opposed to his individual characteristicq (Hall, 1966).

Edward T. Hall (1959, 1966) hasdone extensive workTn-the area of man's

-* "silent languages." Hall has examined the use of space and the significance

6

of varying social distances. He sass, "it is in the nature of animals,

including man, to exhibit behavior which we call territoriality. In soI
k

doing, they use the senses to distinguish between one space or distance

. and another. The specific distance chosen depends oW the transaction;
4

o.

the relationship-of the interacting individuals, how they ieel, and what

they are doing"

/9 animals,

(Hall: 1966).

k
.

spatial zones are soprecise that they can be measured in

centimeters (Sall; 1966). RespOnies to space, such as flight, can also be

predicted with extreme accuracy. it has been more difficult to isolate

spatial'zones in man because the use of space is,°for the most part, un-

conscious'and because in some quarters;the existence of territoriality

in an was bitterly denied until the 1960's (Scheflen* 1972) Hail (1966)2,

discrete spatial.zones, each
. )

nal, social, and public.

has nevertheless been able to.outlide four

wittl'ee near and far phase: intimate, per

.-.

. -
. f-,..-

.

On the/basis Of interviews and observations in the northeastern
,

.

. -

seaborad, Hall established the following dimensions for the near and
.

. .

far phases of each zone:

.

intimate

Personal

Social

closezero to six inches.
far -.six to eighteen-inches

close 7 1% to 23/4 feet
far'- 2k to 4 feet

close - 4 to 7 feet
far 7 to 12 feet

.

closel- 12 'to 25 feet.
far - 25 feet or amore .

i

10...**--

ti
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Bill claims that these zones are automatically established by both

parties to an ;Interaction on the basis of the nature of the interaction.

The names'of the zones suggest their appropriate use.2

Ball claims that theexistende of the four spatial zones is universal.

That is, a person from any culture will use all four kindd of zones and the

use will vety with the type of interaction. What is not universal, however,

\
the specific distance, in feet and inches, that a:culture assumes for

each one of the zoned.

The classic example o
Ati

businessmen who meet in;az,

the other tine is American.

%P.

f non-universality is the interaction between to

Unit corridor. One of them is Latin'American,

10
Both want the interaction t o be friendly, and

their 1:ooth-natiikally. and. unconsciously try tm. stand within the apprOpriate

"personal zone." Yet the Latin American's upersonalii6ne" is much smaller

than .that of the American. And when the Latin Amettu sets the dfstance,-

;
the American becomes uncomfortable. For the Amerffan this is "intimate"

1t

space,, and totlie moves b . The ''Latin Americana now-at what to him, is

"social" distance and he feels remote, 'so he moves in again. This Process

continues as the two move all the way down-the long corridor. At the end'
_ .

of the interaction, the Latin American has the vague feeling that:the

American 'is cold, and unfriendly and the American feels that the .Latin

American is pushy, or even hoaosexuai."

) Support for Hall'd"theOriesohas come from many sources. McBride, King

JW.James (1965) studied the .effect of varying interpersonal .distances on
.. 4

.4. salve& skin respOnse (GSR), a measure of stress and emotion. They found

.%: a consistent inverse relationship between distance\:7d GSR - the smaller.the
.

t
It

d

l.k.t

v .l 7

11 jei
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distance the greater the response. Their findings suggest that distance has
,

.

t
a definite emotional effect on individuals sad is therefore sn'idportant :-

4
fabtor in it4prperson4 interaction. Steinzor (1950) noted a relationship

between different distances from a 'speaker and the varying abili!y to focus

..,

AM his verbal message.
.

This suggests that Hall's notion of-different appro.
.

priate zones for different interactions is correct.- Albertand 0abbs.(1970) °

.
. . .

. . 4. .

found further support for the ides of appropriate spatial zones and noted a

variation in""selectee stimuli at different distances. The variation coincided

with.the type of coslitunicatioft predicted by Hall at these respective distances.

Willis 0966) and Mehrabian (19686) both found that distances varied consis-

tept14 as a function of the speakers' relationship. Mehrabian (1968a) found

. ..;

a.systematic relatio hip between the-distance set'in4interactions and the
$.

. ,
' ..

liked/dis'iked, hig status /,low status, and male/female variables. Set

distance are apparently so consisteetethat Willis (1966) eme6 suggested
.

% .

that speaking distance be paitof an operational definition of interpersonal.
'N.

.

relationships. That is, a specific distance between two people during an,

interaction might be used to define the nature of the interaction, and the

nature of their relationship.

Support for Rail's belief that the dimensions of the zones vary cultur-

ally is also convincing. Watson and Graves (1966) found Signfficilt differ-

ences, between the.proxemic behlivior of Arab and American students.

*
In 0similar interactions the Arabs stood much croser. Collett (1971) showed

that Englishmen who were trained to behave nonvertalry like -Arabs were

4.

reacted to more favorably by Arabs than'Englishmen whb..behaved "naturally."
$

Little (1968) found evidence that people from Mediterranean culturiS stood

closer than North Europeans:

SI

A. 1.

12 .

4.

A
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Framed Distance.
I ..

. it.
. .

A television shot is essentially an image within aframe.
.

'Evidence from
. . .

. . .

several fields,.includinanthropology, art, and psychology, suggest that
.

r*
the manner in which a'person or object is pictured within.a frame creates
.

a, phenomenon related to the perception of distance.
., .

. . . . .

. ----Eirsainia11 (1966) has researched the sensorial,correlates of.varying
.. . . ..

, . .

.. interpersonal distance.s. One sense he has described is vision. At anT.iiven

interpersonal distance, says Hall, one sees a specific amount of the oth.mr

pirsoh clearly. Hall's destriptions may be relevant to television While i

television shot distorts visual cues, to some extent (no biriocular vision? rte..':

peripheral vision, dittorted colors, a specific depth of field over which the

individual ha's no control, etc.), any given shot of a person frames the individ-

ual in a certain way. It may show only his head, or only his head and shoulders,
1

or it may picture his whole body with varying amounts of space aroulit. If
. .

..,

J.4

theparticular shot is meant to rep what Person A sees (a subjective
.

shot), then the way Person &is framed within the shot might suggest a dis-

tance,between the two people.

r

That distance is an important aspect of the "framed" picture is stated by

. -

.the artist, Maurice Grosser, in The Painter's Eye. Gro ser suggests that-the

unique,effect of a portrait on the viewer results from a phenomenon related to

,einterpersonal distan9e.. The closeness 'of artist and model yields a portrait

which allows "the Peculiar sort of Utimantication, almost a cOnversation, that

the peiton who looksat theRiqture is able to hold with the person painted there."

Irl his discussiOn of.portr4its, Grosser impliesthat the size of the
,

'c figure is not the key variablt determining the response to a picture. What

is important is the distance that is Suggested by the relative size of the

figure.

. medium

.

Within the frame.

suggests that dis

An an40Hote about non-comprehension of the film

tance is the key variable there as well. Gumptrt

1,3
Aft :0/.. 't .

00,

fo
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(1910) tells of a film preparedfor a primitive tribe to instruct them in

-1

'the elimination of a troublesome insect. Within the film were close-ups of

the insect. Tie natives were not impressed by the film.. They reacted by

saying that if they had insects.thatbig, then they would worn,. Their

t.

response to the close-ups was in terms of size,not distance; they thought

.c
atheyware see* film,about giant insects. Similarly Balazs (1953)

'records that "when Griffiti first showed a big close -up in a Hollywood
. I

cinema and a huge 'severed' head smiled at the public,..there as a

panic in the cinema."

These-stories reveal that one primary. rule of the cinema is that the

size of an object in relation to the screen does not generally indicate its

absolute size, but conveys a distance between the object and41e camera's

'eye. Thus, when the camera functions subjectively and shows the field of

vision of a character; it also defines spatial relationships - the
. .,

character's physical- distance from the things he sees.

Psychologist William Dpmbers '(1964). notes that the size'of an image

cast oik the retina by a familiar object Lee cue to its distance. "As an

= object of fixed size' ovesMway from an in4ividual," says Beebe-1m, "there

is a corresporiding decreases the Size of the image Oat the object castsf-
on the seems. Ihe proximal size of a target is, thelefpre; one potential

'source of information about, its distance. "' Another psyCholOgistl William
...

NI

Ittelson (1960), provides one reason why retinal size of the image of another -
.

Pe

64.

persona as a cue to distance and not size. Ittelson mentions "the

tertsc0(rwttit which we hold ort to our assumptions
.

regarding the metric

.

properties of maims as we think they really are as.opposed to what we see.

Thus in life when the retina' image of a person grows smaller we do not think

anp

14.-
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\ .

of, the person as getting smallefk we think of him goingV.arther away.
.

1 .

Similarly, regardless of the site of the image of a pttson within the tele?.

s

vision frame, we ought to react td the piCture in terms of distance,

not. size. If a given shot represents the vision of a character,then the-
. s

.

. .

screen becomes, in effect, that character's retina. .4he'relativesiie of

people or objects within the screen should therefore serve as a cue to the

distance of people and objects from tie character.

Hypothesis .

The above theoretical background uggests that: I) space and distance

play a lafge and, often unconscious role in interpeisonal coumunications and .

2),that distance is likely to be a factor, in the perception of television

:hots as well. These two conceptslead to the general hypothesis that

there is a systematic relationship between the manner in which a persdn is

pictured within a frame (pairing, televItion screen, film screen, etc.)

and varying interpersonal distance. Further,'if the framed person represents

what another person sees (as in a subjective shot), it is believed that a

. .
._ .

specific distance between the two people is suggested.
114

.

Specifically, if judges are shown a series of subjective shots:

a) all judges should-estimate a greatef interpersonal distance fox

each succeeding shot ranging from close-up to long shot.

all judges should perceive a given shot in relation to a similar .

e

interpersonal distance.

These are the specific hypotheses that were tested.

4.

15
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Forty-five students from introductory communication courses at

Queens College served as 'judges in the experiment. Each judge was given.

an envelope viteiight 5" x 8" index cards. On each card a 3" x 4" tele,
e

vision screen *as drawn and a person'or portion of a person vaspictured
0

within the screen. The eight "shots," A -B; corresponded to Millerson's

(1061) classifications:

A. Face shot (very close-up) - the face occupying the full

screen area.

B. .Big close-up (full head) - the heed occupying 5/6 of -*

6
the vertical-height of thescreen.

C. Close-up (1head and shoulders) - the head occupying 2/3

of.the screen.
ti

D. Medium closeTup (bust shot) - the bee occupying 'l /2 of .

the screen.
.

E. Mid-shot (waist shot) --thehea4loctupying 1/3 of'the Green'.

F. 3/4 shot (medium/shot).- the head occupying01/6 of the screen.

C. Full-length shot - he head occupying 1/8 orthe screen.
A

H. Long shot - the body. fills 1/3 to- 3/4 if the screen height
0

(in shot used the Body fifis apprOxibately 2/3 of-the
*

6.

4._

screen height). 1

4

Every Judge was presented'with a different order of tht eight shots...

14 addition to the silks, every judge had eight pairs of silhouette figura,-

eight legal -size pieces of paper and a box of paper clips: :lhesilhouette

figures were three inches tall and the judges were told that they wire-
.

sented six-foot tall individuals. A line running the length oieaeh

16

A.

46,

,

t
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1

;
s,

legal-size piece of pa#ei had small marks every half-inch to.indicate one

. . , .

fooof "real" distance., Figures could be placed anyOhere from one- eighth

inch to 1.3 inches apart (pose-toe-nose). 1739....scaled distancecorresponded N
k

to a range of three inches to 26 feet (see figure.2). .

.:A3'4\ t..

r

1

Insert figure 2 about here

7
.

Alter a brief explanation of theftature of subjective shots, judges

were asked to estimate the distance two people were. standink from each

other on the basis of subjective shots

atione shot at a time and then clipped

an appropriate, interpersonal distance.
p

to =Artier sho% to review their estima4s.

Resdlis
A

The experiment'al.deeign yielded data for 45 judges
.
aCrosi eight treat-

. /

of one/person. Each judge looked

the figures at whailhe felt was

Judges' were not allowed to go back

,.,_ ..

meats. Hypothesis (a) was tested'firstr It was hypothesized that the...dis-

'tance should increase :as the shots ranged from close-up (A) toloig shot (H).
.

For each,judge

`.C-D, D-E, E-F,

for the second

chosen for the

possible,seven possible order-relationships are considered: A.-B,11-0,

i

FrG, G41., 15 the hypothesis is correct the distance chosen

shot,in eac4 pair should have been greater than the distance

first. Of the total, of 315. 'such. pairs. (seven. fox each of. 4S.

judges) only 31 did not yield the hypothesized relationship (9.8%).

Hypothesis (a) was supported by 91.2% of the pairs. 3 , In addition to this%
- .

intuitive analysis it is pobsible to express the same results statistically.

The judgarawseores were converted into ranks (1-8) and Kendall's co-

ef4cient
J6
of'Concordance V (Siegel, 1956) was used. It was found that V

was equal to .98 and that the data was signficant beyond the .0005 level.

r.
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next, an analysis.of vdtance was performed. Heaps and variances were

-coticulated. the variance for each shot was high,and not surprisingly, th'e

variance incr4sed across treatments proportionately toIlEe increaieln the

16 - .

means (as seen. in Table 3).? Since this occurred,-it was necessary to perform

a logarithmic irsnsformation of the data (Schuessler, 1971)-beiare using

parametric statistics. A logarithmic transformation teuds to equaize the

variance while maintaining the original ratios fixing the means). The

analysis of variance for correlate'd measures

on tEe transformed data and indicated highly

treatments (Table I.). 0

(Hiner, 1971) was performed
tc,

significant ,results between-

Insert Table I. about here

I.

'TO test whether or not adjacent. means diffeied Significantly, eiff

-tes-ts (McNemar, 1962) were performed .(Table 2). -AilIf..the means differed
. ,

signifinantlysat least at the,.O.5 level, indicating that hypothesis . (b) -was
1 . 1

supported by the data: Consequently a table was constructed (Table' 3)
.

spatialspatial
J

comparing the mean distance fob each shot to the-,
sou (sccording to Halic4: 1966).

.

Insert Table 2 and 3 abeuthere7

All of Hall's zones ranging from "far intimate" to"closeRuilic"were

tched with shots: Shot A (face shotj, for example, corresponded to "far

timate space;" shot C' (head ,andsshoulders) corresponded to the beginning

of "far personal space; ;' and shot D (bust shot) to the end of "fa;--personal
- ;. 1

space;" and shot II (long AO) corresponded to "close public space.' 4.,:.

I

:. o

me.
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Caution should be taken in strictly applying the shot /distance continuum,

. _

however, because of the degree of variance in estimated distance within.
) s

each treatment (Table 3). ,

Two zones, "close
-.

intimate" and" "Ear ublic" were not matched with

..;..

.

--) shots. .Milierson.s classification of shots, however also includes a( >

"tighter, shot" (=trate close-up) which-"was not used in the study, and rs.
definition of a "long shot", allows for "looser" shots than the long shut

, -
judges were given. It is likely., ,therefore, that there are shots corres-

. t .
ponding to "close intlimate" and "far public" space as well.

In summary, both hypotheses were-supported 'and a shot/distance continuum

was constructed (Table . -

. .

4 Discussion and Suggested Research..
I The analysis of the data indicated: I) that regardless .of the order

is which shots were seen, judges estimated greater distances ranging from

close-up to long shot, 2) thfet the mean distances for shots differed siva-
.

fica4tly, and 3) that the variance within each shot was high'hut increased

proportionately to the. mean.

The findings therefore strongly suggest di: it the manner in which a

person is pictured within a4frame4 creates a phenomenon related to perception
tL

of physical .distance., ThrEigh variance might indicate that a given shot

- -

conveys a gsneral rather than
,

a specific. distance, or it might indicate that

. ,
the ties-luring device was not,precise The deVice used required judges to

.. ..

translate perception of real space into a very small scale (one half -inch
. 1 .

. ,
se.one foot). (,Other,, devices Might be tried in future- studies; In

any, the /variance- increased proOpr.tionateli to the increase In the'
, - .means; suggesting that the response across treatments was consistent.

'
, . . ,

.1

oar
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t Since-titidstbdYw concerned with "portrlayed subjective distance,"

the only direct applications are..in terms of subjective shots. The high

statistical significance of the results, however,. has widespread implications-

01 that it suggests many other des*rible researceprojects. investightions

are neekcitoedete e the'esteht to which distance is k factor in the

viewer / image relationship and'stM degree to which renctiOns to actual

physical space can be used as` a gineral ,guide in planning, predicting,

and,analyzing audience respoUie Ao all types of shots. Of greater .

significance is the possibility that television "grammar" is a derivative

of the "gramakar" of interpersonal behavi6v. The degree to which a,media

sequence either renlicates or distorts miven inteipersonal cues may

determine audietice perception and response. Comprehension, for example,

may depend upon the general adherence to "rules" derived from interpersonal

.behavior, while shades of beaning d special effects may be created by

.various deviations from these rule . Perhapilof greatest significance is

the fact that interpersonal behav or varies cross - culturally, and that any

strong connection betwee(interpirsonal and television Variables would

thereby thrust media production 4. criticism into a cross - cultural
Ir

perspective. Further s i are needed, of course, before widespread

assumptions can be = d

,4

The exp ed discussion Jelow is divided into three sections:

1) implications regarding ths use of 'subjective shots, 2) potential implica-

tions fonothcriewer/ireage relationship, and 3) possible media correlates

of other-interpersonal variables: Relevauic7oss-cultural implications

_..
are' presented throughout., The second andthrd sections are,primarily

outlines Of possible'repparch topics which are related to
,,:.

' background anefiildiUgliof this study.
.

tr'' ..

, i ,
1

1,! ...
.... ..

N.
, .. ,

1

the theoretical
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Subjective Shots ..1

t..
0. .1

s.

Inasmuch as thedata inicates that a subjective sh4t suggedts a distance

between two people, the f
't -

ndings may be-interprefid as having signiffcance..
.

. .

in the development of theory regarding production_ variables and audience: ,

t
.

respodse. 1pecifically, the "meaning" or effect Of a subjective shot can
. 44

4

4 p . .
.

be partially outlined; The study results syggest that it is possible;to
. .

. - .

-describe aspects of re lationships, snbjeciive-shots alone, without th4e, ", ot
. 4 . i e , .. a .

use of objeCti;e shots anl,-eAn witho t dialogue. If two peoplelare'shown .,.. .

... r .

-- - !.. -5'

interacting in subjective close-ups, for example, the distance between them , :, :4
b a '

)

.

is "roughly described, and to. the exent that interpersonal distance defines' %-
..

relationships (Willis, 1966), the nature of their relationship is defined. ..

ith regaled tO the establishment of rulesjOr production, 'hofever,

iv 4 ,

the implicationeof the iiiidings:are somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand,,

by indiqaxing that viewers perceive dis.tande I.n subjective shots, the findings

suggest ix set,of rules for composition of "grammatical" visual forms, such,
. .

as the selection of "appropriate" shots or "proper" matching of subjecItive( .

shots to objective.shots.5 The connectiOn'bettkendistances and shore's.ls

4

.

.suggests,"wrong" shots - or ones thatcreate special effects. if two Oeople.
,. .

are-seen standinbot "personal distance" in an oNectivi shot end due.
.

subjective shots are long shots ( "public distahce"), then psichologiaddp
44. .

. . .

t . ,

isolation mightsbe suggested. Conversely, if the subjectivA shots in ..

-----._ 'vt
. .....

. a scene suggest a closer distance than the objective shots used, emo-, '
4 4

tional'iniensity might be conveyed.6 On the surface on sigh lk IiInfer that
. .

these "rules" are quite relevant to commercial directors and to teachers.

of production techipiqu
.

'On the other hand, the study's findings suggest

17
r. 4.

21 r:

41,
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ci

r
. . i

thaEa director, like anyone elpe,,unconsciously perceives shots in termai of
1,.

distance, and'probably naturally produces "grammatical" media forms. in
. t .

this sense the, implications for commercial,director's, even if they were
s :". :..,.:.. .

attentive to research findinIs, would be' nil; and .even if the ,use. of distance .-T.
-..

. , . . 4 . - ...I., o
'1 '' ..

in real life situations serves as an accurate guideto 'the framingand use ,..
. _.

. .

0 0'
O

" .
of shoti, the role of the teacher of production te'chnique may be tatrimply .

t . . - .
..leave students Alone and allow them to adapt their iimerpersorial intuitiorif- ' .

to' the stfucturing of. visual Lieges. ,'
-

. . ...There Is_perhaps only one significant iirOddction ,applicat aion a
. ..

classification of shots in terms of distance. In addition to explaining one

c
4*aspet of a vistieti "grammar," a ehot/distanee connectionalso suggests that

i
4

there ie not one visual grammar, but,many. For while the use of different,. .

, ca .
spatia l, zones in interpersonal interaction is ap4rently universal,: the

..

. ,distance
N

1 .

S peeing set, far `a given zone varies cross!culturally. The'refbre
.

: . . , 4
,if a subjective shot conveys a dIstanceA there is a different 'appropriate

.
, . . .

subjective shot' for every cultural group that uses space differently.. -.In
,

1)040'.
.9 .0

0

'-addition., the contexts in which a given spatial zone is ,used are iils0
- . . -..' . 1, :.

. culture speCific. Perception of space may depend upon whethdf or 126E the
a

... 1
,....!, . . .

person slit/en to is a relative, man or a votaan, or a member of' an ettniic ,......,-,8. .
:

fh
ii.

or cultural group (Hall, 1966). it is logical to assume% thfrefore, that,
. ,

,the selection of both subjective and objective shots should varyf,and that, i
'interpretations of given shots would be different for members of diffkent ....,

,

.
."

7
.

cultures. . , . ... .,
o

The same misunderatandingsvihat arise in interpersonal interaction

between members of different cultures might also arise from watching
,

22.
.

a
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films or television progians produced iu other countries. Although it is

'often believed that exported.films favorably portray the native culture,

they may, in fact, reinforce stereotypes and misconceptions. :Because-of

different concepti of space, the Latin American businessman who sees a

film of Merle= businessman might still feel that Americani are cold and

"impersonal, .and the American businessman might view filmed Latin American

businessmen as pushy .or homosexual, These misunderstandings might arist

0 because media 4grammar" is assumed. to be a universal,language.

4.
4'

L. .

..
S

The results

'of this study 'suggest that some type of "translation" may necessary.-- For

full desired impact, propaganda or instructional television and filmproductiOU4

sent abroadipby,bave tole shot in the Visual language of the target culture.
.

Teacher's who have'pr9ductibn students from differ.eni.cUltdrarbadkgrouuds

-say have to take this into account in dialysis of the students' wetland

criticismard television and film; in general, mayvneed*tobe put into

- cultural perspective:
8

Further studies testing the perception of distanbi in 'subjective

shots on the part of judges from otliar populations are advisable before

.generalizing the specific findings of this study to other situations.

'Additional research using shots of and in4imate objects should.
.- .

.
, -.4.

.
. lead to a general formula for computing distance from actual object size'

. .

and from size relative' to the screen. If the connection:between fraMing

and.*Paltaal perception of space stands'the test:of further empirical

0, . 'Ireseareh,,theii what is known about cultural. de of distance might be

aptitied to an analysis ofVi'sual images. ufther, since interpersonal

research to date indicates, for the Most part, that there are systematic

cultural difference . in the use of space and distance, yet has only

-)te--

e

1
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(
. ,

% - . ..
. .

Chertelia sm4,1 fraction of the vast and cdmplex cross-cultural matrix,

productions from different cultural settings might be used to analyze
-t.

varying* perceptions of space.

Viewer /IsfaRe "Relationship
-...- .

.

The results of this study suggeat that subjeaiye shots can spatially
. .

,
define' interpersonal interactions. Ica viewer perceives a Certain distance

betwee7 two people it is likely that he will assume that the people respond'

to each other in accordance' with that dist ce. After all, regardless of

the nature of the televised seqUenc(news eport, fiction, etc.) the two

characters interact within the same level of reality. Por.distance to be

relevant to subjectivetots, therefore, the viewer does not haVe to
0.

personally react to the distance, he only has to believe that the chase eri

react to it. In the viewer/image relationShip, towever, the issue is mor

- complex. Using a methodology almost identical to the one used in this

study, judges might be asked: If this shot represents what you see of

another person in real life, how far away would you be from each other?

Yet even if judges could match the shots to distances the significance of

"distance communication"lo.the viewer/image relationship would not be

determined. Judges might be able to make some connection between a shot and

distantr.on the basis of certain visual cues,'but this would not mean that

there is.any connection between viewer responses to telhvision'shots and

iisponses to actual distance. Studies of the viewer/image "distance" must

therefo focut:on discovering reactions to shots and then on comparing

. these with reactions to actual physical distance. Future research might,

for example, investigate the)effect of different shots on viewers' galvanic

skin response.

v

24
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Whatever the reaction to shotp,it is no doubt altered by situational

variaples (figure 1) and future studies-might examine theii effect. Also

. ,.

'of significance is the constaniaon-phydica; nature, of the viewer /image

relationship. There can be'no'real: threat or seduction ev en at "intimate"

i

t

viewer/image distance.I.It is therefore'Unlikely that response to 'television
4 ,,,, 1

.

distance could be as inters as responho td actual pltys ical space. ,
! .

While the emotional effects of varying distance are probably muted in ,

,

the viewer/image'relationship angther aspect of distance is far more likely

to be of significance. Changes in interpersona). distance cause variation
4

in selection of available stimuli, and general perception'of other people.

'Therefore, if the viewer lets any i*ression whatsoever of person, scene,

or, event front a shot, it is possible- that the type of information corres-

ponds

r

ponds to the typeof informatioi derived at'a certain distance. Distance

factors might, for example, explain viewer perception of, and identification

with characters.?

If the viewer/image'relationship is based on distance, t hen subjective.

shots would .have to be analyzed in terms of the "double:distance" that

they suggest. In a subjective shot the viewer not only sees spatial
1 4

relationships within'the action, but he is also "placed" a, certain distance

away fromwhat a character sees. One question that mightra-iise in a

subjective close-up of a character is
4
whether the viewer,i'dentifies with

the character who is lookiftg, or with the character who is seen.

A viewer/image ielationship affected by distance cues would suggest
0

cross-cultural variation in selection of all types of shots. In cultures

where interactions take place at clo4r distances, the-director might be

more likely. to "place"..the viewer cl ste'to.scenes and characters. .

:25
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A cross - cultural comparison of "framing". techniques might indicate whether.

or not this is true.' 4

Other Interoerlonal Variables
ti

A connection between interpersonal distances ay; shot selection suggests

that other variables ittherent in interpersonal behavior may also have '
.

corresponding media variables. In addition to choosiRg a close-up, or .

.-
.

medium shit, or long shot, a director'ilso selects, the area of his subject f

that is included in ,,the screen. A close-At of a person, for tocample, may

, slow his face, or his hands, or even his feet. his variable may be .re-

ar

. ;

limed to eye behavior. Shots may be designed ki) logically unfold a ,

1

scene according to a visual patternused in real life situations. When

a director cuts back and forth between two characters in an interaction, the

"gramiLir" of his technique may be derived from the eye behavior of the

average observer at'a similar live event. If eye behavior is .the determin-
N. *

ink factor in shot selection, cultural diffeweucei must again be accounted
t. .

,for. Every culture,has, its own rules for eye behavior - who his a right

to look,, at 'ghat, and for 'how long (Hall, 1966)... Theselocultural rutes may
. .

affept productice.rariablejs such as selection. and length of shots, as well
* . . . . .

.

. as viewer periception ot the final. .product. c

Rules of eye beltivior would seem to have a direct connection withRules .
certain television 'variables because of the visual nature of the medium.

Ahat is not as' clear is the passible connection between other senses and

. media. Interactions in real. life afford participants with information from

a. complex madrix of "sen.se4y perception. Touch, smell, and taste combine

with visual and aural sfimuli to "flesh out" perception of events' and
. .

people. Hall (1966), for etcamPle, notes that one cue of "intimate

26
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distance" is the heat from the other person's body. If interpersonal

behavior cues, are relevant to perceptions of television alid fib*, then

television's portrayal of a distorted sensory environment has cress-
,

cultural implications. The varying importance of given senses in inter-
.

personal interaction is likely to affect response to given shots and

sequences. Americans, foi example, tend to de-emphasize )dor as a source
o

of information about others. The less others smell (in both senses) the

better. In some culture however, one most be able to smell shother's

breath to know and'underst nd him (Hall, 1966). Reaction to the 'tile,

doriz p would probably differ with such culturaivariations.

Other behavior patterns,which vary with culture and context include

idieraction angle - bbth lateralan4 vertical, length and pice of

teractions, and postural shifts during interactions (Hall; 1966; Scheflen,

0
'1972). It is pissible that, productlion variables such as camera angle,

rate of cutting, and.camera moment are related to these behaviors. If

so, use and Comprehension, of given media fotms would also 'vary with cut-
. ( . % .

tore and context, and studies of production variables would have to go
.

.... -,

.,. beyond tests of the variables, in themselves; and analyze the nature of the ,'
.

snilect matter and likely behavior at similar live events.° .

. .

.. . . , .

. .

- - In summarsthis study's findings apply directly to an analysis of
%

- subjective shots, suggest response -based research into the viewer/image-

3.re

relationship, and indicate.ajzieed for culturelcontrolled research

k .. ,

t. ,

exasMaingtherelevanceacter behavior patterns to the creation and com-
,..i

i!

ptehension of television sequences.
7-

4

..

,

.4V".
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Pootiotes A.-"'

1. Sometimes, however, the nature of the lens and the position of
characters with `respect to the camera can greatly distort normal

perspective. The long lens often used to capture a baseball_
batter and pitcher,Tor example, makes them look much closer .

than they actually are. Similarly a "zoom-in" on a zoom lens
creates a very artificial change inn perspective (Millerson, 1961).

I. "Close intimate SpacePfor instance, is a "love-hate" distance,
the distance of lovemaking and wrestling. Even at :'far intimate
di4fancs"the.presence of the other person is :unmistakable and may
'atetimes be overwhelming because of the greatly stepp up ensory
inputs" (Hall, 1966). "Personal distance" designat "the distance
consistently separating the members of non-contact pecies. It might be
thought of as a small protective sphere or bubble t an organism
maintains between, itself and others" (Hall, 1966). "close personal
space" one can easily touch the other persona Hall says that while it'

'Is appropriate for a wife to stay within her husband's "close personal
'zone," it is not appropriate for another woman to do so. "Par personal
dig:come is equivalent to keeping someone at arms length. This zone
arks "the limit of pflysical domination in the very real sense" (Hall,
1966): Hall states that the "far personal zone" is appropriate for
"subjects of personal interest and involvement." Impersonal business
take, place at "close social distance." Co-workers have a tendency to
use this zone, and it is a common distance at casual social occasions.
At "far social distance," says Hall, business deals of a wore formal

.natura,are conducted. He notes that "desks in the offices of important
people are largeenough to hold visitors at the far phase of social
distance." Another intirestitg aspect of this distance is its
insulating character. At "far social. distance," people within the same
open space can work independently without feeling compelled to interact.
A receptionist needs this much space, says Hall, to continue to type
while someone is waiting in the same outer office. "Close public
distance" is used =sore formal occasions: Hall motes that linguists
have observed a mota.careful choice of words, phrases, and syntactical
forms at this diatatce. "Far- public distance"is the distance
"automatically sit around important public figures" (Hall, 1966).
"Public distance" can, however, be used by anyone at public.events.
At this distance, thdre are changes in both verbal and non -verb style.
Everything, according to Hall, is"exaggerated or amplified."

41,

3. In the 31 instances where the distances did not increase as hypothesized,
the data was further analyzed to uncover any additional.non-transitivity.
,/t,for axample,judge iechose the following distances for the first four.
shots: A-5, B-3,- C -4, D-6, the initial test would only reveal one dis-;
order in. -the A-B Yet the fact that the distance chosen for C
smaller than that chosen for A is also significant in that it reveals
a relationship_ that contradicts the hypothesis. After such an analysis;
it -was found that in only 3 of the 31 cases did such nu additional

-neft-transitiviti. 'appear (9.77.). 91.3% of the initial disorders were
isolated instances.
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4. Since this study was concerned with the "framing variable" agd not
actual televisioashoti, it is assumed that the general findings
are relevant to all media which place:an image within a frame
(television, film, still photographs, painting, enc.) 'Unique
Characteristics of each medium, however,will no doubt alter the
overall viewer response. Furthermore, the ratio for vertical
height to horizontal length for any given image may also affect.r
perception of distance.

S. Research supporting Hall's theories indicates that there.is an
appropriate distince for a given type of interaction, that certain
feelings are associated with given distancesne that stimuli
selected in an interaction vary with distance. If subjective shpts
correspond to specific distances, thqy can be matched to thenature
of the interaction. Co-woikerg, forfexample, tend to teract at r
"close- social distance" (Hall, 1966), suggesting the u of a
subjective shot similar to shot E. Similarly, if subj tive
shots are cladsified in terms of distance, they can be "correctly"
matched to distances seen in objective shots.within'the same

A

televised sequence.
.

, 6. The.results of thri.study actually indibate that such shOts are not
strictly "subjective" because they don't accurately represent what
a character sees at a giman distance.. Yet this type of shot is,
generally consideredksurective in television and film literature
since it is shot from the perspective of a character. Further, even
though it may distort subjective visual perception, the overall
affect of'the shot is subjective. '

7. It is possible to distinguish between distance-related media variables
and distance-related interpersonal variables. Since use of distance -

varies'culturally, the distance between people in objective shots
ought to vary with'the culture of the people. This, however, is an
interpersonal variable.**The framingof subjective shots is a media
variable. This distinction might be important in analyzing productions
!ghee the characters are frame different cultural' background than the
director. The characters may interact in one cultural milieu while
their relationship is portrayed in another. A content anakyais, of
television and film would only tell half the story.

8. The locations of""cultural" boundaries are not always clear,. As Hall
(1966) and'Scheflen (1972) indicate there are different proxemic
patterns among subcultures. The issue of "production" for other
"cultures," is. therefore, rather complex., It might be interesting to
investigate differing interpretations of network telovision.programming
\across subcultures and regionvof the United States. Another area which
might he-investigated is television and film's potential for teaching
cultural-patterns of distance behavior. -Television,,for-zample, might
be acting-as a "spatial socializer" for minority group children in
New York Ci ty;______,_________. .
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9. Because of distance factors, an actot in atelev on commercial, for
instance, might be prasented either as an individual who makes an intimate
appeal (close-up) or as an authority figure Acme approach is based on
a social role Omedinm.shot or long shot).. The potential effect on
perception of characters or on identification becomes clearer in a
sequence involving more than one character. In a courtroom sequence,
for example, the director might be able to juggle response to the
judge and the defendant. With the judge shown at loAg shot the viewer's
coltcern might be manly with the judge's performance a judge, while
in close4ups the caltern might be in terms of the jud 's own feelings

or his own response to his role. Alternating th es of shots might
present a more complex perspective to the viewer. The same manipulation
is possible for the defendant. With shots that convey different distances
the director might be able to broadly recast the scenario: 1) judge vs.
defendant (roles - both seen in medium or long shot), 2) judge (medium
or long shot) vs. man (close-up), 3) man vs. man (both close-ups), amid
so on.

10. A simple case in point is, low camera angle. If low camera angle cor-
responds to looking up at someoqe in real life, then its effect in a
television sequence would logiclly vary from a situation where a tele-
vised individual is a public figure, who is often literally "looked-up
to," to a situation-where the televised individual is a friend or
anyonewho is normally seen at the same level. Neither Tiemens (1970)
not Mandell and Shaw (1973) took such context al variables into account.
They simply studied whether low angle, in its f causes perdeived
dominance.
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Table 1

'Analysis of Variance /

I

Source
,

SS df F

Betwee judges
,

12 44
.

.

.

I

.

Within j 59 315

'treatments
4,53

7.57 398.4*

Residuals AA . 641
...AA:

308 . .019
.

s

*
Totals

0

71.

.- , .

.

- _

Note. --The analysis of variance for correlated measures

VAS performed after a'logarithmic transformation.

*rp4c.0001

4
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Treatments

I

Dif fesence.

in;means

Significance

AI1 .235 -r5 .001

11-C. .180 .001

cb .isi. lbot

DE .210 .oeni(

EF .120 .05

FG
aL .

.140 1.0f

G-k --- .001.160
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Table '3

Shot/Distance Continuum
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'

Shot- Mean DJ.stance
(inches)

Standard Deviation
I

Zone (Sant 1966)
,

Name Dimensions (inchei)'.

A 10.6 8.1 far intimate
,

I
6-18 ' ' m.

-

B 20.1 :12.2
-

s

personal
.

18-30 'close

.30.8 . 17:9 far personal. ,/ 30-48; .

D
.

r

43.0 . 23.5
31

,far personal. 30-48 ',

0

E 65.0 . 27.9

. _

close social 4 48-84

s,17 87.5 35.8 far social ,84-144

. .

-0 118:6 45;7 fir social 84-144*.;

A 167.7
.

54.6 close public
4

144-300 . %

4

.

. 36

1* 4-. /*

.16a:.
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\P-ortraye d Di stance

SITUATIONAL VARIABLES FRAMiNG VARIABLE

a. distance from
screen

b. %Screen sl.te

c. viewing angle

d. nature of tele-
vised event

1

e.- immediate
environment

CLOSE-UP

MEDIUM
SHOT

LONG SHOT

TELEVISION 'IMAGE-

Character

I 4,

Character..;1.0 ..Object

f Ell
Object

c)

Character

I>
d,

Character. .P i Character
hi 2 I

. 2 1

g Character .=0.. Object

s .

Given certain "situational variables," a viewer sees aotelevision image byl-way of a

graining variable." The "framing variable" may create a "mediated viewer/image distance"

and may also portray dist ces within the action. Such " portrayed distances" can be

either objective or sgkjaatanive depending upon the use of objective or subjebtive shots.
JPThe relationship between two'characters or between .a character and an object can be

portrayed eitherObjectively or subjectively. Relationship* between objects, however,

can only be portrayed objectively since, by definition; the subjectiVe *hot represents

animate perception:"

ti ,

1
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